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2L-Vedang

Waingankar

1,2-Hrishikesh

Khorgaonkar
26-Ajeet Pandey

Patient Record

Management System

A patient Record Management System is specifically
designed to support the user by providing accessibility

to complete an accurate patients data, alerts,
reminders, clinical decision support systems, linked to
medical knowledge. This mechanism helps to create,
store, use, retrieve patient's data which will eliminate

the paper work & manual record system.

Asp.net My sql CM

2
18-Mayuri Kedar

32-Varsha Kotwal
Online MedicalStore

This project will give online facility to customers for
purchasing medical products.lt will maintain records of
sell,purchase and product details with online payment
as well.The main objective of this project is to provide

24/7 medical services to citizens

JAVA MYSQL SB

3
47-Saisha Rane

48-Manasi shukla
E-learn ing

E-learning is a project which aims in developing an
online application to provide online education,

maintain study materials,keep students records and
collect payments.Overall this project of ours is being
developed to help the educator (admin) as well as

students (user)to provide teaching- learning platform

Html,Css,

JavaScript
Php LF
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11-Samiksha Gaikwad
49-Va ish navi Zunjarrao

23-Gauri Rajesh

Utekar

Cake Shop

Management Website.

J/;i r

It is a system that allows users to check for various
cakes available at the online store and purchase online.

The project consists of list of Cakes and bakery
products displayed in various categories.lf the user likes

&. 
a product he may add it to his shopping cart.

Java MySQL SB
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02-Rutuja Sali

41-Kiran Watole
28-Rutuja Raut

Broadband

The concept of broadband has many connotations.
Like the concept of new media, this concept is

dependant on what is new or what is considered to be
broadband .Many consumers consider ISDN (lntegrated
Service Digital Network) or lnternet access Via cable as

broadband ,experts are now only discussing the

Java MySql SB
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16-Rohit Wadekar
4Z-Omkar Tawre

40-Sanjit Parab

Online grocery booking It is use to book groceries online at home Java Mysql SB

7
29-Aashu Mishra

01--Pooja Sawant

Data maintainance of
sale(online clothes
selling software)

The feature of this product is maintaing all data related
to sale that is

dV"Gname address of customer.
dV"GNature of product

dV"cEsize of product
dV"CE?urchase dispatch and delivery date of product

Java MySQL SB
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15-Yash Atkure
17-Vinayak Sawant

14-Rajkiran Jilla

Daily Dairy Distribution

A shopping mart where all dairy related products will
be displayed on website and Customer can get a

subscription on any product on "daily delivery basis or
selected dates".

Html, Css,

Bootstra p,

Jquery
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asp.net
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04-Bhagyashree Parab

19-Prachi Bhosale

22-Akanksha Hirnak
Online food ordering

The online food ordering system is a local restaurant
and food cooperative website for customers to provide

more interactive menu so that the ordering process

could be carried out. Ordering food online is designed
for it's flexibility and performance on both sides of the

business

Java Php SB
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31-Rahul Pal

08-Harsh Yadav
Car rental system

Car Rental System is an C# web-based application that
helps the users to search for available cars on the

website so that they can rent and we can also print the
details of car and user details and store as hardcopy

Asp.net
with c#

SQL server VR

t1
44-Vivek Thakare

30-Nikhil Kubade

24-Shivam Singh

Smart glasses for blind
people

Smart Glasses for Blind people is a portable device,
easy to use, light weight, user friendly and cheap in

price. These glasses could easily guide the blind people
and help them avoid obstacles.

Arduino LF
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36-Abhishek Gawade

06-Vaibhav Sawant

38-Prathamesh Vijay
Raut

Online ganpati murti
booking

The country is celebrating the 10-day Ganesh Chaturthi,
the Hindu festival which is dedicated to the Lord of new

beginnings, Ganesha. This year, the preparations
around the country have been downsized due to the

ongoing COVID-19 pa ndemic.
Everyone is stuck in the home and they can't go out

Asp.net SQL CM
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46-Pravesh Patil

43-Chetan Ringe

Online photography

learning

This project is based on improving the photography
skills of users which could take them to professional
level. We will be focusing on the tips and techniques

usefu I for photogra phy incl uding online teaching
sesstons.

Hence this website will be useful for the beginners who

HTML,CSS,J

AVASCRIPT
SQL RP

1.4
52-Nishant Patil

50-Karan Patil
Courier management

system

CMS is a web-based Courier Management System

which supports the high accessibility of courier services
to the corporate and to the customer. The system is
being used for day to day activities such as booking a

courier, maintain hub details, maintain company

-,.dstails, process data of businesses and many other

asp. net sql server VR
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20-Kartik vithalani
25-Swatantra singh

27-Vishal parulekar

Airline reservation
system

Airline reservation systemsA (ARS) are part of the so-
calledA passenger service systemsA (pSS), which are
applications supporting the direct contact with the

passenSer.

ARS eventually evolved into theA computer

Visual

Studio
Oracal CM
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45-Vishal Khot

37-Prasad Rokade

03-Mayur Wasage

Electronic's Store

E-commerce (electronic commerce or EC) is the buying
and selling of goods and services or the transmitting of
funds or data, over an electronic network, primarily the

internet. These business transactions occur either as

business-to-business, business-to consumer, consumer-
to-consumer or consumer-to-business.

DOT NET MySQL RP
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39-Gaurav Ganpat

Jawle

13-Pratik Mohan
Jadhav

05Jitesh Jagdish

Mhatre

BIOMETRIC

ATTENDANCE SYSTEM

to maintain a proper record of attendance of students
or employees for effective functioning of organization.
Designing an efficient attendance management system

for students to maintain the records with ease and

accuracy is an important key behind motivating this
proiect

HTML,CSS,

JavaScript

PHP &
MySQL

RP
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09-Hutakshini Rathod

07-Sagar Chougule

10-Arpita Parkar

Online Fish Marketing
System

The aim of this research project was to explore the
dynamics of the livelihoods of the poor in the fish

marketing chain in more detail and make
recommendations regarding the development of fish
marketing and livelihood sustainability. Through the
application of new knowledge, the proiect aimed to

Asp.net Sql server VR
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51-Vaishali Munde
34-Pooja Mandavkar

35-Supriya Tambe

Online nursery plants

system

ln this paper, We propose online plant shopping
sometimes known as e-tail from "electronic retail" or e-

shopping is a form of electronic commerce which
allows consumers to directly buy goods or services

from a seller over the lnternet using a web browser.
Alternative names are: e-web-store, e-shop, e-store,

Dot net Mysql VR
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